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Avoid the fate of previous adventurers! Combine your own dress patterns with the designs of the goddesses to unleash your own unique fashion fables in this ridiculously cute dress up game! Create your own Fashion from scratch! Pick out your favorite designs from the
gallery and pick your best outfits! Join different groups to gain new fashion items, buff your ability and unveil a hidden fashion secret! Wonderful graphics and great game design will keep you wanting more! Play with your friends via Facebook, let them compare your

fashions, playlists and hang out! Beautiful music and sound effects give you a great immersive experience. • ABOUT LX games LX is a quick fun game where you mix & match to create your own fashion. Use your own items from your collection or dress up with the closest
you have! Invite your friends to play with you! XLovebunny has released two earlier versions of this game as free apps on the App Store. We thought it was high time to create a game that stays true to the LX tradition and we hope you enjoy it! • FEATURES - Fashion from
scratch - Use you own collection - Fashion items - In-game currency for buying new items - Leaderboards - Create new patterns - Custom backgrounds WHY WE LOVE IT “What great fun and most importantly a very addictive game. It’s great for people who want to dress up
while keeping in touch with friends.” AppStore “LX Pattern is to all dress up games as Mario Goonies is to all platform games. It’s one of those games that you can play for just 5-10 minutes at a time, but at some point you’re going to realize you just can’t stop playing it! It

has some great art design, and a great story about a friendship. The creators of the game should be thanked for making this game. It’s filled with great little touches.” PlayTheGame.com “LX Patterns is a game that will leave you laughing and a bit overwhelmed at the same
time. A hilarious and fun game that will have you trading your items to your friends via Facebook. LX Pattern is also ideal for young and old gamers alike.” ThemeParkDiary.com • HOW TO
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Features Key:
 4 levels of escaping and level finished</li>

 Level score based on player</li>
 Credits/Highscore system</li>

Share your score
How to play:

 Exits (Escape) is in a clockwise direction of mouse
 Left click to <font color="#0066FF">Go forward</font>
 Right click to Go Back
 Left click outside of maze (black window) to <font color="#0066FF">Finish game</font>
 If game ends without breaking out, you've failed.

If you dont like the game that it's ok :|

Related: Curse of the Maze
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